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Abstract
This paper presents a new notion of typing for logic programs which generalizes the notion
of directional types. The generation of type dependencies for a logic program is fully automatic
with respect to a given domain of types. The analysis method is based on a novel combination
of program abstraction and ACI-unication which is shown to be correct and optimal. Type
dependencies are obtained by abstracting programs, replacing concrete terms by their types, and
evaluating the meaning of the abstract programs using a standard semantics for logic programs
enhanced by ACI-unication. This approach is generic and can be used with any standard se-
mantics. The method is both theoretically clean and easy to implement using general purpose
tools. The proposed domain of types is condensing which means that analyses can be carried
out in both top-down or bottom-up frameworks with no loss of precision for goal-independent
analyses. The proposed method has been fully implemented within a bottom-up approach and
the experimental results are promising. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
Keywords: ACI uni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1. Introduction
One of the foremost impediments to providing ecient implementations of logic
programming languages is the absence of the notions of types and modes in these lan-
guages. Acknowledging this state of aairs, the literature is rich in contributions with
the common aim of providing adequate type and mode information to aid compilers in
overcoming this obstacle (see e.g., [38]). Recently, there has been a growing interest
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in the notion of directional types for logic programs which combine types and modes.
Directional types, originally considered in [40, 11] and more recently in [1, 3, 37, 10, 9],
have proven useful in applications such as proving termination of programs and con-
trolling execution of programs through a delay mechanism. Directional types have a
declarative aspect as well as an operational aspect prescribing not only types for the
predicates in a program but also the intended ways in which these predicates will be
called. Directional types associate input and output assertions with each predicate of
a program. An input assertion describes the calls to a predicate. An output assertion
describes the success patterns of a predicate under the assumption that it is called as
specied by the corresponding input assertion.
This paper focuses on the specication of data descriptions to capture information about
types and about type dependencies which characterize the set of possible directed types
of a given program and hence generalize the notion of directional types. The key idea is
to express the dependencies between the types of a predicates arguments similar to the
way groundness dependencies are expressed in thePos domain (e.g. [15, 36]). Type depend-
encies are rst mentioned in [31] and are reminiscent of the implication types of [39].
As a typical example, consider the following directed type for the well-known append
relation which species that the result of concatenating two lists of elements of type 
is a list of elements of type :
type append(A,B,C): A = list() ^ B = list() −! C = list()
A type dependency for the append relation will specify the dependencies between
the three arguments for any call pattern. For example A = list() ^ B = list(0) −!
C = list( [ 0) (appending lists of type  and 0 gives a list of elements with both
types) as well as C = list() −! A = list()^B = list() (partitioning a list of type 
gives two lists of type ). At the end of the paper (in Example 15) we come back to
this example and illustrate how we propose to express type dependencies of this sort.
The framework of abstract interpretation [20] provides the basis for a semantic ap-
proach to dataow analysis. A program analysis is viewed as a non-standard, abstract
semantics dened over a domain of data descriptions. An abstract semantics is con-
structed by replacing operations in a suitable concrete semantics with corresponding
abstract operations dened on data descriptions. Program analyses are dened by pro-
viding nitely computable abstract interpretations which preserve interesting aspects
of program behavior. Formal justication of program analyses is reduced to proving
conditions on the relation between data and data descriptions and on the elementary
operations dened on the data descriptions.
In this paper we present a new domain for the inference of type dependencies.
The types in our domain are associative, commutative and idempotent terms (ACI
for short). For the analysis of type dependencies we propose an abstraction which
replaces concrete program terms by their types. The meaning of programs involving
type expressions is formalized by enhancing a standard semantics for logic programs
with ACI-unication [4]. As a consequence, type inference is reduced to evaluating the
meaning of an abstract program. No additional proof theory, no special inference rules
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and no special inference procedures are required. The justication of a program analysis
follows by formalizing the correspondence between concrete terms and type expressions
and showing that the ACI-unication of type expressions mimics correctly the concrete
unication of terms. The combination of program abstraction and ACI-enhanced con-
crete evaluation results in a promising technique which is both theoretically clean and
easy to implement using general purpose tools.
The idea of obtaining static analyses by program abstraction is derived from ideas
presented in [28, 19, 26, 15, 14] and has been applied in a variety of contexts, e.g.
[7, 23{25, 44]. Unique to our approach is the combination of a simple syntax directed
program abstraction and a standard equality theory for type expressions. We pay special
attention to the role of variables in abstract programs and in their semantics. It turns
out, similar to the case of classic semantics of logic programs, that there is a reason for
introducing variables to the underlying abstract Herbrand base: For program analyses
this facilitates ecient evaluation and a more concise representation. For type analysis
this facilitates the specication of parametric types and type dependencies. In this
sense we follow the approach described in [7] where the authors propose a clear and
intuitive type analysis for logic programs based on parametric types.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some preliminary
denitions and claries the notation used throughout. Sections 3 and 4 introduce our
abstract domain of symbolic types and its abstract operations based on ACI unication.
A bottom-up polymorphic analysis based on the abstraction of the s-semantics and
several examples of its use are described in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes and
provides our conclusion. This paper is an extended version of [17] which was inspired
by the earlier work presented in [14].
2. Preliminaries
Syntax: In the following we assume a familiarity with the standard denitions and
notation for logic programs as described in [35, 2]. For any set of function symbols
 and variables V, we let T (;V) denote the set of terms constructed using sym-
bols from  and variables from V. Substitutions are mappings from V to T (;V)
and dened as usual. We assume a rst order language with a xed set of predicate
symbols , a xed signature  and a countable set of variables V. The set of atoms
constructed using predicate symbols from  and terms from T (;V) is denoted by
BV. The elements of }(BV), i.e. sets of atoms are called interpretations. Through-
out this paper, syntactic objects (e.g. terms, atoms and interpretations) will be viewed
modulo renaming of variables. We assume the standard ordering on terms and other
syntactic objects. We let t16t2 denote that t1 is less general than t2. The most general
unier of t1 and t2 is denoted mgu(t1; t2) if it exists.
For a syntactic object s and a set of equivalence classes of objects I , we denote
by hc1; : : : ; cni<<s I that c1; : : : ; cn are representatives of elements of I renamed apart
from s and from each other.
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Semantics: The (semantic based) type analysis described in this paper is generic
and independent of any particular (e.g. top-down or bottom-up) concrete semantic
denition. Examples will be given within a bottom-up approach based on abstractions
of the s-semantics described in [21, 22, 8] which is a non-ground version of the standard
minimal model semantics for logic programs. The s-semantics of a program P is a set of
possibly non-ground atoms which characterizes both declarative as well as operational
properties of a program. In particular: (a) the ground instances of the s-semantics gives
precisely the minimal model of P; and (b) the computed answer substitutions for any
initial goal G with P are determined by solving G using the (potentially innite) set
of atoms in the s-semantics of P. The s-semantics of P is evaluated as the least xed
point of an immediate consequence operator TP : }(BV) ! }(BV) similar to the
standard minimum Herbrand model semantics. However in this case the underlying
domain involves possibly non-ground atoms from the set BV.
TP(I) =
8<
: h

C  h b1; : : : ; bn 2 P;
ha1; : : : ; ani<<C I;
 = mgu(hb1; : : : ; bni; ha1; : : : ; ani)
9=
; (1)
As a basis for designing program analyses, the s-semantics has proven particularly
useful (see, e.g., [5, 13]). This is due to the fact that on the one hand, it captures
both declarative as well as operational properties, and on the other hand because of
the mathematical simplicity of its denition. An important advantage of using a non-
ground semantics is that the meaning of a program fragment is determined by the
symbols it contains without considering the entire underlying alphabet.
Example 1. Consider the \append" relation
append([],Ys,Ys).
append([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :- append(Xs,Ys,Zs).
The standard meaning of this program depends on the underlying alphabet (often as-
sumed to be determined by the symbols occurring in the program and hence on the
context). In the context of a program involving digits, the minimal model will contain
facts of the form append([1; 2]; [3; 4; 5]; [1; 2; 3; 4; 5]) while in the context of characters
it will contain elements of the form append([a; b]; [c; d]; [a; b; c; d]). Consequently the
meaning of a program module must be reconsidered with each change in the underlying
alphabet of discourse. In contrast to the minimal model semantics, a typical element
in the s-semantics of the append program is a universally quantied atom of the form
append([X1; X2]; Y; [X1; X2 j Y ]):
The advantages of using a non-ground semantics become more tangible in cases
where we wish to actually compute program meanings { as in the case of semantic
based program analysis.
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E-unication: Given a pair of terms t1 and t2 (or other syntactic objects), the asso-
ciated unication problem is to decide if there exists a substitution  which unies t1
and t2. In this paper we consider the E-unication problem. Namely, the problem of
deciding if two terms are uniable in the presence of an equality theory =E . For ex-
ample if the function symbol f=2 is commutative, then the terms f(a; X ) and f(b; Y )
are uniable by fX 7! b; Y 7! ag. Of course we are also concerned with unication
algorithms which compute such uniers if they exist. The standard unication used in
logic programs is syntactic and assumes the empty equality theory. In this paper we are
concerned with ACI -unication, which is an instance of E-unication in the presence
of an equality theory which is associative, commutative and idempotent.
Formally, for a xed signature 
, countable set of variables V and equality theory
ET (
;V)  T (
;V), E-unication consists in solving equations over the E-free
algebra [T (
;V)]=E . For this purpose we consider substitutions with the instantiation
ordering dened as usual:
16E2 i there exists a substitution  such that 1 =E 2   :
If E is the empty equality theory, we write 162. An E-unier of the terms 1, 2
is a substitution  such that 1 =E 2. The set of all E-uniers of 1 and 2 is
denoted by UE(1; 2). A complete set cUE(1; 2) of E-uniers of 1 and 2 satises
the conditions:
 cUE(1; 2)UE(1; 2), and
 for all  2 UE(1; 2) there exists  2 cUE(1; 2) such that 6E .
A minimal complete set UE(1; 2) of uniers of 1 and 2, is a complete set satisfying
the additional condition:
 for all 1; 2 2 UE(1; 2); 16E2 implies 1 = 2.
A minimal complete set of E-uniers may not always exist and even if it does
may not be nite. This depends on the equality theory E. For example, the syntactic
unication problem (empty theory) is unitary { a minimal complete set always exists
and has cardinality 61. For ACI -unication, a minimal complete set always exists and
is nitary [4]. The underlying decision problem of ACI -unication is in general, NP-
complete [30]. The algorithms for ACI -unication which are described in the literature
compute a complete set of ACI -uniers which is in general not minimal. For eciency
in applications which use these uniers, such a set should be close to minimal in
practice.
Abstract interpretation: For semantic based program analysis we assume the stan-
dard framework of abstract interpretation [20] as dened in terms of Galois insertions.
A Galois insertion is a quadruple ((A;vA); ; (B;vB); ) where
1. (A;vA) and (B;vB) are compete lattices of concrete and abstract domains respec-
tively;
2.  : A ! B and  : B ! A are monotonic functions called abstraction and con-
cretization functions respectively; and
3. a vA ((a)) and ((b)) = b for every a 2 A and b 2 B.
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3. A domain of symbolic types
This section presents a step-by-step construction of the abstract domain of symbolic
types which is very similar to the construction of the concrete domain. The syntactic
objects are abstract terms, abstract atoms, abstract substitutions and abstract interpreta-
tions. We formalize the relation between abstract and concrete interpretations in terms
of a Galois insertion provided by the denition of suitable functions of abstraction and
concretization.
Syntax: We dene a rst order language for abstract terms using the vocabulary
; and V which shares the same predicate symbols and variables with the con-
crete domain. The set  includes: a binary set constructor  and a collection of
monomorphic and polymorphic description symbols. The monomorphic symbols are
constants (e.g. nat=0, char=0, atom=0) and the polymorphic symbols are unary (e.g.
list=1, tree=1). Intuitively, the description symbols represent sets of function symbols
in the corresponding concrete alphabet . For example, the description symbol list
might be dened to represent the cons=2 symbol in the concrete alphabet and the
description constant nat might represent the symbols s=1 and 0=0.
The elements of the term algebra T (;V) are associated with an equality theory
=ACI induced by the following axioms:
(x  y) z = x  (y  z) (associativity)
x  y = y  x (commutativity)
x  x = x (idempotence)
(2)
giving  the avor of a set constructor.
Example 2. The three expressions a  X  b  a, b  X  a  X and a  b  X are
equivalent with respect to the theory of Eq. (2).
We say that an abstract term is polymorphic if it involves unary function symbols
and is monomorphic otherwise.
Type abstraction: The relation between concrete and abstract terms is specied by
an abstraction function  :  !  which associates each concrete function symbol
with a corresponding description symbol from  partitioning the set of concrete func-
tion symbols. In addition, a function  :  ! }(N ) associates each function symbol
f=n 2  with a set of designated argument positions which is a subset of f1; : : : ; ng.
The type of a term f(t1; : : : ; tn) is determined by (f) (the description of f), and by
the types of its subterms. Intuitively, (f) is a description of f and (f) species a
designated set of \recursive" argument positions of f. The type of a term is determined
by traversing its recursive paths (as specied by ) and collecting descriptions of the
functions symbols encountered (as specied by ). When a function symbol associated
with a monomorphic description symbol is encountered, then its non-recursive argu-
ments are ignored. When a function symbol associated with a polymorphic description
symbol is encountered, then the types of its non-recursive arguments are introduced
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as the argument to the corresponding unary description symbol. Using  and  we
dene an abstraction function type relating concrete to abstract terms.
type : T (;V)! T (;V)
type(t) =
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
t if t is a variable
(f)
L
i2(f)
type(ti) if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn)
and (f) is a constantL
i 62(f)
(f)(type(ti)) L
i2(f)
type(ti)
if t = f(t1; : : : ; tn)
and (f) is unary
(3)
We say that a type denition is monomorphic if it involves only monomorphic de-
scription symbols. Otherwise a type denition is polymorphic. Consider a monomorphic
type denition as a rst example.
Example 3. Assume denitions for  and  for which:
(cons=2) = list; (cons=2) = f2g; (s=1) = nat; (s=1) = f1g;
(nil=0) = list; (nil=0) = ;; (0=0) = nat; (0=0) = ;:
Substituting these denitions in Eq. (3) gives the following equation for term abstrac-
tion: 1
type(T ) =
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
T if T is a variable;
nat if T = 0,
nat  type(X ) if T = s(X ),
list if T = [ ],
list  type(Xs) if T = [X jXs],
other otherwise.
(4)
Consider the symbolic types of the following terms:
type([0; 0]) = list  type([0]) = list  list  type([ ]) = list
type([X; Y ]) = list  type([Y ]) = list  list  type([ ]) = list
type([0jX ]) = list  type(X ) = list  X
type(X ) = X
type(s(0)) = nat  type(0) = nat
Observe that the type of a proper (closed) list is \list"; the type of an open ended
list is \list  X "; and a variable V has the type \V ". Observe also that the type of
1 Formally  must induce a partition of . In the examples we adhere to the policy that all function
symbols not specially mentioned are mapped to the special descriptive constant other.
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a natural number is \nat". Consider also the types of the following, perhaps strangely
constructed terms:
type([0js(0)]) = list  type(s(0)) = list  nat
type(s([0])) = nat  type([0]) = nat  list
Our notion of types does not distinguish between these two terms, both of which may
be considered erroneous for the given denition. The abstract term nat  list indicates
that a type error has occurred. By not distinguishing the types of these kinds of concrete
terms, type unication remains more \syntactic" and more ecient. Types of this sort
do not actually occur in the analysis of \correct" programs. For readability, we may
equate such abstract terms with a special type description \error".
The following example illustrates type abstraction when polymorphic description
symbols are involved. In this case type expressions in the abstraction capture not
only primary types but also secondary types expressing information such as \list of
characters", or \list of X".
Example 4. Consider the following denition of polymorphic type abstraction derived
from Eq. (3) using suitable denitions of  and . In this example the denition
provides polymorphic types for lists and binary trees capturing also information about
the types of the terms in the non-recursive positions of these data structures. Note that
the symbol list is now unary (polymorphic). The denition also includes an abstraction
for numbers (num) instead of the abstraction of natural numbers in successor notation
of Eq. (4).
type(T ) =
8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:
T if T is a variable
num if T is a number
nil if T = [ ]
list(type(X )) type(Xs) if T = [X jXs]
void if T = void
tree(type(X ))
type(L)type(R) if T = tree(X; L; R)
other otherwise
(5)
Consider the type abstraction of the following terms:
type([0; 0]) = list(type(0)) type([0])
= list(num) list(type(0)) type([ ])
= list(num) list(num) nil
= list(num) nil
type([X; Y ])= list(type(X )) list(type(Y )) nil
= list(X ) list(Y ) nil
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type([X jY ]) = list(X ) Y
type(tree(1; void; void))= tree(num) type(void) type(void)
= tree(num) void
The list [0; 0] is abstracted to list(num)  nil which describes any recursive structure
constructed using cons=2 where the recursion terminates by [ ] and all non-recursive
arguments are numbers. Thus, this type expression indeed describes a list of numbers.
Similarly to the case of monomorphic type abstraction, more instantiated terms have
more instantiated types. For instance [0; 0] and [X; Y ] have types list(num)  nil and
list(X ) list(Y )nil, respectively. Note that applying the substitution fX 7! num; Y 7!
numg to list(X ) list(Y )nil gives the type expression list(num)nil. Note also that
the type of an open-ended recursive data structure (e.g. [X jY ]) is more general than
that of the corresponding closed structure (e.g. [X; Y ]).
The notation of Eq. (5) for the abstraction of the empty list and the empty tree
is more cumbersome than that of Eq. (4) for monomorphic types. Indeed it is harder
to \read" polymorphic types. An alternative is to consider an empty structure (e.g.
nil) as list(?) where ? denotes an empty type (see, e.g., [17]). However in this case
additional axioms must be introduced to the underlying equality theory, (e.g. X? = X
and f(X  Y ) = f(X )  f(Y ) for every f=1 2 ). While types become easier to
read, this complicates the unication algorithm and introduces more \semantics" to the
abstract terms without providing more information about types.
Symbolic types: It is apparent that not every abstract term represents the \type"
of some concrete term. The domain of symbolic types  T (;V) is the image of
T (;V) under the function type:
 =

type(t)
 t 2 T (;V) } : (6)
Example 5. Assume a denition of the function type which is the identity for concrete
constants (e.g. (f=0) = f=0 and (f=0) = ;). In this case, the abstract terms f g
and X  g are valid syntactic objects in T (;V) but there does not exist a concrete
term t such that type(t) = f  g, or such that type(t) = X  g.
Abstract atoms are entities of the form p(1; : : : ; n) where p=n 2  and 1; : : : ; n 2
 . We denote by BV the set of abstract atoms modulo the equivalence provided by
Eq. (2). In the following, we often abuse notation and write  instead of []=ACI for
an abstract atom .
Abstract substitutions are substitutions from V to  . Thus, abstract substitution
resemble the concrete ones and all of their standard operations are dened as usual.
For example, the application of an abstract substitution  to a symbolic type  is
dened as usual by replacing occurrences of each variable X in  by the type (X ).
The composition of abstract substitutions is also dened as usual, by applying the
second substitution to the symbolic types in the range of the rst. We often refer
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to abstract substitutions as ACI-substitutions because the terms in the range of these
substitutions respect =ACI equivalence.
Abstract terms (or atoms) are associated with an ordering much the same as concrete
syntactic objects. We say that an abstract term 1 is less general than an abstract term
2, denoted 1  2, if there exists a substitution  such that 1 =ACI 2 . In other
words, the ordering of abstract terms is given by \6ACI". Thereby, (1  2) ^ (2 
1), (1 =ACI 2). This ordering extends as usual for other syntactic objects such as
tuples of atoms.
The abstract domain: The abstract domain for type analysis is formalized as a
domain of sets of abstract atoms with a suitable notion of ordering and equivalence.
We consider the lower power domain (or Hoare power domain [27]) with the ordering
dened as
I1  I2 , 81 2 I1 92 2 I2 : 1  2: (7)
The corresponding equivalence relation:
I1  I2 , (I1  I2) ^ (I2  I1) (8)
induces a partial order on [}(BV )]. The elements of this domain, i.e. subsets of B

V
modulo the equivalence of Eq. (8), are called abstract interpretations. In the following
by abuse of notation we denote [}(BV )] by }(B

V).
The above partial order provides a basis for relating the abstract interpretations to
downward-closed sets also called c-interpretations [21]. A set I of abstract atoms is
downward-closed if  2 I and 0   implies 0 2 I. Let I# denote a minimal
downward-closed set containing I. Eq. (8) provides I  I# for any I 2 }(BV ),
i.e. any member of }(BV) is equivalent to some downward-closed set. Thus, the
domain is, in fact, a lower power domain, partially ordered by set inclusion. This
observation trivially implies the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. (}(BV);) is a complete lattice.
Proof. If L is a set of downward-closed sets; i.e. elements of }(BV); then \L and
[L are downward-closed; therefore lub(L)  [L and glb(L)  \L.
The following theorem establishes that in the case of monomorphic type abstraction
the abstract domain is nite. This result is used below to establish the termination of
monomorphic type analyses which can be viewed as chains in the abstract domain.
Theorem 3.2. If  contains no polymorphic description symbols then }(BV ) is
nite.
Proof. The elements of }(BV) are sets of equivalence classes of abstract atoms
[]=ACI . It suces to prove that for any predicate symbol p=n the number of associated
equivalence classes of abstract atoms []=ACI is nite. We prove that each equivalence
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class of abstract atoms constructed using p=n has a representative with a number of
variables bounded by 2n − 1. Assume an atom  = p(1; : : : ; n) has more than 2n − 1
distinct variables. Then there are at least two variables X and Y occurring together in
exactly the same arguments of . Consider the atom 0 = fX 7! Z; Y 7! Zg. By con-
struction we have 0   and it is easy to see that   0 with  = 0 fZ 7! (X Y )g.
Thus,  and 0 are in the same equivalence class and jvars(0)j = jvars()j − 1. So,
for any atom constructed using p=n there exists an equivalent atom with all variables
occurring in distinct subsets of argument positions, i.e. an atom with at most 2n − 1
variables.
The relation between the abstract and concrete domains is formalized by lifting the
type abstraction of Eq. (3) to atoms and other syntactic constructs such as tuples of
atoms, clauses, etc. In each case the abstraction, denoted in the following as , is
obtained by application of type separately to each term of the construct. In particular,
for atoms:
 : BV ! BV;
(p(t1; : : : ; tn)) = p(type(t1); : : : ; type(tn)):
(9)
A Galois insertion is obtained by lifting of  to introduce an abstraction function 
on interpretations and dening a corresponding concretization function in the standard
way:
 : }(BV)! }(BV);  : }(BV)! }(BV);
(I) =

(a)
 a 2 I } ; (I) = S I  (I)  I } : (10)
Theorem 3.3. h}(BV); ;}(BV); i is a Galois insertion.
Proof.
  and  are monotonic { immediately by the denitions.
 8I 2 }(BV) : ((I)) =
S
I 0
 (I 0)  (I) } I ,
since I 2  I 0  (I 0)  (I) };
 8I 2 }(BV): ((I)) = 
(S
I
 (I)  I }
=
S
(I)
 (I)  I } = I;
since I is downwards-closed.
We say that an abstract atom  is a type description for a concrete atom a, denoted
 / a if a 2 (fg), or equivalently, if (a)  . Similarly we say that an ab-
stract interpretation I is a type description for a concrete interpretation I if I  (I),
or equivalently, if (I)  I. The following example illustrates the concept of type
description:
Example 6. Assume the monomorphic type abstraction for lists and natural numbers
given in Eq. (4). We illustrate the notion of type description providing two groups
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of abstract and concrete interpretations and the table summarizing the \/" relation
between them:
I1 = f p(list); p(X ); q(nat) g I1 = f p([0]); q(0) g
I2 = f p(list  X ); q(nat) g I2 = f p(0); q(0) g
I3 = f p(list); q(nat) g I3 = f p([X jY ]) g
I1 I2 I3
I1 / / /
I2 / 6/ 6/
I3 / / 6/
Example 7. Assume the monomorphic type abstraction of Eq. (4) and consider the
\append" relation from Example 1. The abstract interpretation
I =

append(list; X; X ); append(list; X; list  X ) }
is a type description of the s-semantics of the \append" program. It is also a type
description of the minimal Herbrand model for \append" (which consists of the ground
instances of the s-semantics). Observe that both the atoms in I have append(list; list;
list) as an instance and hence describe any atom of the form append(l1; l2; l3) where
l3 is equal to the concatenation of lists l1 and l2. Note however that I describes
also those atoms in the minimal model of \append" which are not in the intended
semantics, such as append([ ]; 0; 0) and append([0]; 0; [0j0]). The types of these atoms
are append(list; nat; nat) and append(list; nat; list  nat) which are both instances of
the abstract atoms in I. Although the presence of such counterintuitive atoms in the
minimal model of \append" is often overlooked, a correct approximation of the minimal
model should describe them.
The next example characterizes the set of atoms described by an abstract interpreta-
tion which will later turn out to be the result of a polymorphic analysis of the append
program.
Example 8. Assume the polymorphic type abstraction of Eq. (5). The abstract inter-
pretation
I =

append(nil; A; A);
append(list(A) nil; B; list(A) B)

describes polymorphic types for the \append" relation. The rst abstract atom approxi-
mates all the cases of appending to an empty list. In this case the second and the third
argument of \append" are the same and so are their types. The expression list(A)nil
in the second abstract atom denotes any right recursive structure of cons=2 constructors
each of which has an object of type A tacked on the left argument position, and all
this terminated by a [ ] constructor. Let us consider several instances of the second
abstract atom:
1. If B = nil, then the corresponding abstract atom
append(list(A) nil; nil; list(A) nil)
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describes the situation when a list of elements of type A is appended to an empty
list. The result is a list of elements of type A.
2. If B = list(C) nil, then the corresponding abstract atom
append(list(A) nil; list(C) nil; list(A) list(C) nil)
describes the situation when a list of elements of type A is appended to a nil-
terminating list of elements of type C. The result is a list of elements of types A
and C. Note that list(A)list(C)nil describes exactly that. The ACI axioms allow
the cons=2 constructors with left type A and those with left type C to intermingle
in any order.
4. Abstract operations on types
The concept of ACI-unication plays a central role in the type analysis presented in
this paper. This section describes one of the main contributions of this work demon-
strating that ACI-unication provides a correct and optimal unication algorithm for
type analysis. As described in Section 2, ACI-unication is an instance of the more
general notion of E-unication. The ACI-unication of two terms 1 and 2 consists
in nding a substitution  satisfying 1 =ACI 2. The underlying decision problem {
deciding whether two terms are ACI-uniable is NP-complete [30].
It is interesting to note that the restricted ACI-unication problem for monomor-
phic types is P-time decidable. The algorithm is also simpler { an implementation is
illustrated in Appendix A. However, even for monomorphic types, there may be ex-
ponentially many most general uniers for a pair of terms and all of these must be
considered for program analysis. Our experimental evaluation (described below) indi-
cates that symbolic type analysis based on ACI-unication is a feasible reality and if
correctly designed does not exhibit exponential behaviour.
Correctness of ACI unication: Correctness of ACI-unication as an abstract uni-
cation algorithm for symbolic types follows from the monotonicity of type abstraction
with respect to the ordering on terms and symbolic types.
Lemma 4.1. For a concrete term t and a substitution :
type(t) = type(t)  fX 7! type(X) j X 2 dom()g:
Proof. Let us denote  = fX 7! type(X) j X 2 dom()g. The proof is by induction on
the depth of t: If depth(t) = 0 then t is either a constant or a variable. If t is a constant
or a variable which is not in the domain of  then type(t) = type(t) = type(t) and
thus the lemma holds. Now assume that t 2 dom(). In this case type(t) = t because
t is a variable and t = type(t) by denition of .
For the induction step assume that the lemma holds for all terms with depth less or
equal to some n and consider a term t = f(t1; : : : ; tk) with depth n+ 1. We distinguish
two cases:
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1. If (f) is a constant then
type(t)= (f)
L
i2(f)
type(ti) = (f)
L
i2(f)
type(ti)
=
 
(f)
L
i2(f)
type(ti)
!
 = type(t); and
2. If (f) is a unary function symbol then
type(t)= (f)
 L
i 62(f)
type(ti)
!
 L
i2(f)
type(ti)
= (f)
 L
i 62(f)
type(ti)
!
 L
i2(f)
type(ti) = type(t):
The result about monotonicity of type abstraction is straightforward from Lemma 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. For two concrete terms t1 and t2
t16t2 ) type(t1)  type(t2):
Proof. Straightforward by Lemma 4.1 since t16t2 implies that there exists a substitu-
tion  such that t1 = t2.
Example 9. Consider the terms t1 = [0; 0], t2 = [X; Y ] and t3 = [U jV ] from Exam-
ple 3 together with the corresponding notion of types. Observe that t16t26t3 and that
type(t1) = list, type(t2) = list and type(t3) = list  V . Note that the ordering of
the types preserve the ordering of the original terms. Namely, type(t1)  type(t2) 
type(t3) with type(t3)  fV 7! listg = type(t2). The type of t3 reects the fact that the
open ended list t3 is strictly more general than the closed lists t1 and t2.
Corollary 4.3. For any pair of atoms (or tuples of atoms) a1 and a2:
a16a2 ) (a1)  (a2):
The following result establishes the correctness of ACI-unication with respect to
our type domain. The theorem also proves correctness of the abstract application of
an ACI-substitution to a symbolic type, which mimics the application of a concrete
substitution to a concrete term.
Theorem 4.4 (ACI-unication is a correct abstract unication). Let a1 and a2 be con-
crete atoms and 1 and 2 be abstract atoms such that 1 / a1 and 2 / a2 and let
 = mgu(a1; a2). Then there exists a unier  2 cUACI (1; 2) s.t.
1. 1 / a1,
2. 8h 2 BV : (h) / h.
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Proof. Consider the tuples hh; a1i and hh; a2i, where h is an arbitrary concrete atom.
Observe that hh; a1i6hh; a1i, hh; a2i6hh; a2i and hence by Corollary 4.3:
(hh; a1i)  (hh; a1i)  h(h); 1i
(hh; a2i)  (hh; a2i)  h(h); 2i
Since  is a unier of a1 and a2 we have (hh; a1i) = (hh; a2i) and thus, (hh; a1i)
is a common ACI-instance of h(h); 1i and h(h); 2i. Hence, the complete set cUACI
(h(h); 1i; h(h); 2i) contains a unier  s.t. (hh; a1i)  h(h); 1i or, separating
the tuples, (h)  (h) and (a1)  1. Now the claim of the theorem follows
observing that cUACI (h(h); 1i; h(h); 2i) corresponds to some complete set of ACI-
uniers of 1 and 2. Namely,  2 cUACI (1; 2).
Corollary 4.5 (Correctness of abstract unication for tuples). Theorem 4.4 holds if a1
and a2; are tuples of concrete atoms and 1 and 2 are tuples of abstract atoms such
that 1 / a1 and 2 / a2.
Proof. Straightforward.
Optimality of ACI unication: Consider the abstract atoms 1 and 2 and the sets
of concrete atoms described by each one of them: I1 =

a
 1 / a } and I2 =
a
 2 / a }, or equivalently I1 = (f1g) and I2 = (f2g). Note that for any
a1 2 I1 and a2 2 I2 all common instances of a1 and a2 are in I1 \ I2 because I1 and I2
are downward-closed.
Let cIACI (1; 2) be a \complete set" of common ACI-instances of two abstract atoms
1 and 2. Namely, the set obtained by application of the members of cUACI (1; 2) to
1, or equivalently, to 2. This set is complete in the sense that any common instance
of 1 and 2 is also an instance of some element from cIACI (1; 2).
Theorem 4.4 implies that cIACI (1; 2) approximates the set I1\I2. Let us demonstrate
that this approximation is precise, i.e. the set cIACI (1; 2) approximates only the atoms
of I1 \ I2.
Theorem 4.6 (ACI-unication is an optimal abstract unication). Let 1 and 2 be
two abstract atoms and I1 and I2 be the sets of concrete atoms approximated by
1 and 2; respectively. Then the approximation of I1 \ I2 by cIACI (1; 2) is precise.
Proof. We have to demonstrate that only the atoms of I1 \ I2 are approximated by
cIACI (1; 2). Assume by contradiction that there exists an atom b such that for some
 2 cIACI (1; 2),  / b and b 62 (I1 \ I2). This is possible only if 1 6/ b or 2 6/ b.
However,  is a common instance of 1 and 2, implying 1 / b and 2 / b. From
this contradiction we conclude that cIACI (1; 2) does not approximate any atom not
in I1 \ I2.
Thus, the ACI-unication of 1 and 2 provides an optimal abstract unication al-
gorithm for type analysis since cIACI (1; 2) approximates only the uniers of the pairs
of concrete atoms described respectively by 1 and 2.
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Theorems 4.4 and 4.6 provide us with the following result generalizing correctness
and optimality of ACI-unication for types:
Theorem 4.7. Let 1 and 2 be two abstract atoms. Then
(cIACI (1; 2)) = (f1g) \ (f2g):
Proof. By Theorem 4.4 the set (cIACI (1; 2)) contains all the elements of (f1g)\
(f2g) and by Theorem 4.6 contains no other elements.
ACI-unication algorithm: The algorithm of ACI-unication used in our implemen-
tation is a simplication of the more general algorithm described in [34]. The advantage
of this algorithm is that it allows lazy generation of solutions and is easily implemented
in declarative languages such as Prolog taking advantage of built-in backtracking. The
algorithm unies tuples of ACI-terms, e.g. h1; : : : ; ni with h01; : : : ; 0ni thus solving
systems of ACI-equations. This algorithm as well as all other published algorithms of
general ACI-unication [41] computes a complete but not necessary minimal set of uni-
ers. Of course a minimal complete set of uniers can be obtained in a second phase
by choosing the most general uniers from the computed set. As far as we know the
direct, one phase and ecient computation of a minimal complete set of ACI uniers
is still considered an open problem.
Example 10. The complete set of ACI -uniers computed in our implementation for
the unication of A B with C  d consist of the following seven uniers.
cUACI (A B; C  d)
=
8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:
fA 7! (X  d); B 7! (Y  d); C 7! (X  Y )g;
fA 7! (X  d); B 7! Y; C 7! (X  Y )g;
fA 7! (X  d); B 7! d; C 7! X g;
fA 7! X; B 7! (Y  d); C 7! (X  Y )g;
fA 7! X; B 7! d; C 7! X g;
fA 7! d; B 7! (X  d); C 7! X g;
fA 7! d; B 7! X; C 7! X g
This complete set of uniers is also minimal. However, in the general case the set of
uniers computed by the unication algorithm we use may contain redundant uniers.
5. A case study: abstracting the s-semantics
This section illustrates the construction of a bottom-up type analyzer based on the
abstraction of the s-semantics 2 dened in Eq. (1) and using the abstract operations
2 The observant reader will notice that perhaps the c-semantics [21] is more appropriate, as the underlying
domain of symbolic types is downwards closed. While this is true, we still choose the s-semantics simply
because it is more commonly known.
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based on ACI-unication. We demonstrate that bottom-up type analysis provides a
precise description of the (non-ground) minimal model of a given program and that
this information can be used to approximate the answers for arbitrary initial goals. It
is straightforward to obtain also information about call patterns using Magic Sets [6]
as described for example in [14, 15].
Symbolic types are condensing: Jacobs and Langen [29] prove that top-down and
bottom-up (as well as goal-dependent and goal-independent) analyses are guaranteed
to be equally precise when they involve an abstract unication algorithm which is
idempotent and commutative and a least upper bound function which is additive. It
is interesting to note that our denitions satisfy these properties almost trivially and
hence our abstract domain is condensing in the terminology of [36].
Idempotence, means that performing the unication algorithm twice does not give
more information. In other words, the unication algorithm makes use of all of the
information in the type descriptions in \one shot". Commutativity means that the order
in which we solve ACI equations does not inuence the precision of the result. In
other words the unication algorithm is conuent. Additivity means that no precision is
lost in the abstract domain when performing least upper bound operations. In our case,
idempotence is trivial because abstract substitutions are substitutions in the formal sense
and the abstract uniers are idempotent abstract substitutions. Commutativity is trivial
because the minimal set of most general uniers is unique and does not depend on
the order in which equations are solved. Note that our unication algorithm computes
a complete but not minimal set of uniers and potentially solving the equations in
dierent orders might result in dierent complete sets. However, since our domain is
downwards closed, any complete set of uniers gives the same set of downwards closed
instances of the minimal set of most general uniers. The least upper bound operation
in the abstract domain is trivially additive, because it is dened as set union. Hence
(I1) [ (I2) = (I1 tI2).
Abstracting the s-semantics is straightforward and involves replacing the concrete
operations in the denition of Eq. (1) by corresponding abstract operations. The type
analysis of a program P is then obtained as the least xed point of the resulting
immediate consequence operator TP : }(BV)! }(BV):
TP(I) =
8<
:(h)

C  h b1; : : : ; bn 2 P;
hb1; : : : ; bni<<C I;
 2 cUACI (h(b1); : : : ; (bn)i; hb1; : : : ; bni):
(11)
The following theorem implies that the xpoint of this operator exists and can be
computed by iterated evaluation.
Theorem 5.1. TP is monotonic and continuous.
Proof. Monotonicity is straightforward. Let us show that TP is continuous. Let K be
a chain (i.e. a totally ordered set) of abstract interpretations. We have to prove that
TP(
S
K) =
S
TP(K).
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() Immediate by monotonicity.
() Let h 2 TP(
S
K). Then there exists a clause (h  b1; : : : ; bn) 2 P, abstract
atoms b1; : : : ; b

n 2
S
K, and an abstract unier
 2 cUACI (h(b1); : : : ; (bn)i; hb1; : : : ; bni)
such that h = (h). Then there exist interpretations I1; : : : ;In 2 K such that
b1 2 I1, : : :, bn 2 In. Let I = max

I1; : : : ;In
}
. Then h 2 TP(I) and
TP(I) 
S
TP(K).
Corollary 5.2. The least xpoint of TP exists and
lfp(TP) =
S
n2!
(TP)n(;):
Proof. By the Knaster-Tarski theorem [42].
We prove that least xed point of TP correctly approximates the atoms contained
in the least xed point of TP .
Theorem 5.3 (safety).
8I 2 }(BV) : TP((I)) / TP(I):
Proof. Assume there is an abstract atom h 2 (TP(I)). Then there is a clause (h  
b1; : : : ; bn) 2 P, atoms b01; : : : ; b0n 2 I which are renamed apart and a unier  =
mgu(hb1; : : : ; bni; hb01; : : : ; b0ni) such that h = (h). Then (I) contains abstract atoms
(b01); : : : ; (b
0
n) which are also renamed apart. By Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5
there exists an abstract unier  2 cUACI (h(b1); : : : ; (bn)i; h(b01); : : : ; (b0n)i) such
that (h) approximates h, i.e. h  (h). Therefore, (TP(I))  TP((I)), or
equivalently TP((I)) / TP(I).
Theorem 5.4 (partial correctness). lfp(TP) / lfp(TP).
Proof. By induction we prove 8n 2 ! : (TP)n(;) / (TP)n(;) with the trivial basis
; / ; and the induction step provided by Theorem 5.3. Then the claim of the theorem
follows by Corollary 5.2.
Termination: For monomorphic analysis, termination is a straightforward conse-
quence of the niteness of the abstract domain. In contrast, polymorphic type analysis
as dened above are not guaranteed to terminate. In our implementation, reasonable
results are obtained using a simple depth-k abstraction.
Theorem 5.5 (termination). lfp(TP) is nitely computable for monomorphic type ab-
straction.
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 5.2.
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The following example illustrates the non-termination of a polymorphic type analysis.
Example 11. Consider the program:
p([X]) :- p(X).
p(0).
The model of this program consists of atoms in the form: p(0), p([0]), p([[0]]) and so
on. The corresponding polymorphic type expressions based on the abstraction of Eq. (5)
in the abstract model are: p(num), p(list(num)  nil), p(list(list(num)  nil)  nil)
etc. These expressions correspond to an innite sequence of types: \number", \list of
numbers", \list of lists of numbers" etc.
Depth-k abstraction is applied to approximate abstract atoms. The \depth" of an
abstract atom is the maximal depth of the symbolic types in its arguments and reects
the number of levels of polymorphism. The value of k can be determined by the user
and may depend on the precision requirements, as well, on the available computational
resources. It is clear that with the growth of k the number of possible types and the
number of ACI uniers for type expressions grow exponentially. For most practical
reasons two or three levels of polymorphism in types are sucient.
Abstract compilation: It is convenient to view a type analysis in our approach as
consisting of two phases: First the program is abstracted for the given choice of types.
The result is an abstract program which we call a set logic program reecting the fact
that its terms may be viewed as \at sets" specied using the =2 constructor. The
analysis is performed in a second stage using an operator similar to that of Eq. (11)
which is parameterized by an abstract program:
T0(P)(I) =
8<
:h

C  h  b1; : : : ; bn 2 (P);
hb01; : : : ; b0ni<<C I;
 2 cUACI (hb1; : : : ; bni; hb01; : : : ; b0ni)
(12)
This approach is sometimes referred to as abstract compilation and is clearly equiv-
alent to the abstract interpretation described above. Namely lfp(T0(P)) = lfp(TP).
The meaning of an abstract program is easily evaluated using a simple Prolog meta-
interpreter similar to those described in [15, 17, 14]. The main dierence is that the
interpreter must be enhanced replacing standard unication by ACI-unication. A sim-
ple Prolog interpreter for symbolic types is given in Appendix B. Appendix A contains
the code implementing the ACI-unication algorithm for monomorphic types. A com-
plete implementation of the monomorphic type analyzer for both goal-dependent and
goal-independent analyses is available from ftp://ftp.cs.bgu.ac.il/pub/people/
codish/monotypes.tar.gz.
Examples. The following two examples illustrate the bottom-up analysis of monomor-
phic types based on Eq. (4) using abstract compilation. The result of an analysis is
a goal-independent representation of the type dependencies in the program. Given the
result of an analysis and given an abstract atom describing the (input) types in a call
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pattern, we can derive a description of the (output) types in the corresponding success
patterns. This is because the s-semantics characterizes the answers for arbitrary goals
and hence, the abstract semantics approximates the answers for arbitrary goals. The
formal justication of this is described in [5, 13]. Similar proofs for the Pos domain
are given in [15]. In addition to answers (or success patterns), call patterns can be
approximated by applying a suitable program transformation such as Magic Sets. A
detailed description of this approach with an application for the Pos domain can be
found in [15].
Example 12. Consider the \append" program (left) and its monomorphic type abstrac-
tion (right):
append([],Ys,Ys). append(list,Ys,Ys)
append([X|Xs],Ys,[X|Zs]) :- append(listXs,Ys,listZs) :-
append(Xs,Ys,Zs). append(Xs,Ys,Zs).
We describe the step by step evaluation of the least xed point of the operator of
Eq. (12) for the abstract program. In the rst iteration we obtain from the rst clause
I1 =T0(P)(;) =

append(list; Ys; Ys)
}
:
In the second iteration a renaming of the fact in I1 is unied with the body of the
second clause producing the binding
Xs 7! list; Ys 7! Ys0; Zs 7! Ys0 }
and we obtain
I2 =T0(P)(I1) =

append(list; Ys; Ys)
append(list; Ys0; list  Ys0)

:
The next iteration generates the abstract atom append(list list; Ys0; list listYs0)
which is equivalent to append(list; Ys0; listYs0) and so I2 is a xed point. The atoms
in I2 can be \queried" to describe the success patterns for various initial goals. For
instance:
?- append(list,list,X). ?- append(X,Y,list).
X = list X = list, Y = list
A call to \append" in which the rst two arguments are lists is answered by a
substitution which binds the third argument to a list. A call to \append" in which
the third argument is a list is answered by a substitution which binds the rst two
arguments to lists.
Example 13. Consider a concrete program specifying the \inorder" relation on a binary
tree (left) and its monomorphic type abstraction (right) together with the clauses from
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Example 12:
inorder(void,[]). inorder(tree,list).
inorder(tree(X,L,R),I) :- inorder(treeLR,I) :-
inorder(L,IL), inorder(R,IR), inorder(L,IL), inorder(R,IR),
append(IL,[X|IR],I). append(IL,listIR,I).
The analysis of the abstract \inorder" program produces the following atoms:
lfp(T(P)) =
8><
>:
inorder(tree; list)
append(list; A; A)
append(list; A; list  A)
9>=
>;
The result of the analysis indicates that a query to \inorder" in which the rst argument
is a binary tree is answered by a substitution which binds the second argument to a
list.
The goal-dependent type analysis of \inorder" can be obtained using bottom-up ab-
stract semantics applied to the result of the Magic Sets transformation [6] of the pro-
gram. We denote the result of the transformation of a program P with respect to a
goal G by M (P;G). The result of the analysis based on Magic Sets for an initial goal
of the form inorder(tree; X ) results in the following set of atoms:
lfp(T(M (P;G)))
8>>><
>>>:
call inorder(tree; X );
call append(list; list; Y );
answer inorder(tree; list);
answer append(list; list; list)
9>>>=
>>>;
indicating that all of the calls to inorder/2 in the computations are of the same form as
the initial call, and that the predicate append is used in this program only to concatenate
lists.
The next example illustrates a polymorphic type analysis based on the abstraction
of Equation 5. The example is taken from [9] where the authors argue that the types
in this program cannot be computed precisely in type systems which do not maintain
dependency information. This is exactly the strong point of our domain and we can
handle this example successfully.
Example 14. Consider the following task: Given a binary tree T whose nodes are
labeled with natural numbers, compute a binary tree with the same structure as T , but
where every node is labeled with the maximal number in T . The following Prolog
program solves this task in one pass, rst constructing a binary tree in which all nodes
are labeled by the same variable Max, and then unifying Max with the maximal number
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found in the input tree:
maxtree(Tree, NewTree) :- maxtree(Tree, Max, Max, NewTree).
maxtree(void, , 0, void).
maxtree(tree(X,L,R), Max, MaxSoFar, tree(Max,NewL,NewR)) :-
maxtree(L, Max, MaxL, NewL), maxtree(R, Max, MaxR, NewR),
max3(X,MaxL,MaxR,MaxSoFar).
max3(A,B,C,Max) :- max(A,B,MaxAB), max(MaxAB,C,Max).
max(A,B,A) :- A >= B.
max(A,B,B) :- A < B.
The abstract bottom-up semantics of the above program computed by our analyzer is
the following: 3
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
maxtree(void; void)
maxtree(tree(num) void; tree(num) void)
maxtree(void; A; num; void)
maxtree(tree(num) void; A; num; tree(A) void)
maxtree(tree(num) void; num; num; tree(num) void)
max3(num; num; num; num)
max(num; num; num)
9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;
(13)
The analysis captures correctly (and precisely) the fact that both arguments of max-
tree/2 are bound to binary trees of numbers upon success. It is interesting to observe
that there are three dierent call patterns to maxtree/4 in a computation starting from
the call of the type maxtree(tree(num) void; X ). Assuming that the initial call is of
the form maxtree(tree(num)void; X ) and the evaluation strategy is from left-to-right,
the st call to maxtree/4 is of the form maxtree(tree(num)void; A; A; B). The recur-
sive calls are of the form maxtree(tree(num) void; A; B; C) or maxtree(void; A; B; C).
The answers for these call patterns are obtained by \solving" them with the elements
in Eq. (13):
?- maxtree(tree(num)void, A, A, B).
A = num, B = tree(num)void.
?- maxtree(tree(num)void, A, B, C).
A = X, B = num, C = tree(X)void; (or)
A = num, B = num, C = tree(num)void.
?- maxtree(void, A, B, C).
A = X, B = num, C = void.
3 We assume that Prolog built-ins are given suitable denitions in abstract programs. For example num<num
and num>=num.
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Example 15. Consider again the result of a polymorphic type dependency analysis of
the append relation described in Example 8.
I =

append(nil; A; A);
append(list(A) nil; B; list(A) B)

It is interesting to observe some of the directional types expressed by I:
1. For a call to append in which the rst two arguments are lists of type A:
?- append(list(A)nil, list(A)nil, Z).
Z = list(A)nil
2. For a call to append in which the rst two arguments are lists of type A and type
B:
?- append(list(A)nil, list(B)nil, Z).
Z = list(A)list(B) nil
3. For a call to append in which the third argument is a list of type A:
?- append(X,Y,list(A)nil).
X = list(A)nil, Y = list(A)nil;
X = nil, Y = list(A)nil;
X = list(A)nil, Y = nil.
An implementation: The implementation of the described type analysis is in principle
based on the simple Prolog interpreter described in Appendix B. Several additional
optimizations have been introduced to the actual prototype: We have based the analysis
on a semi-naive interpreter which is described in [12]. For goal-dependent analysis, we
used the interpreter for induced Magic Sets described in [12] as an alternative to
applying the Magic Sets transformation. The implementation is small, consisting of
some 200 lines of Prolog code.
In addition to the Prolog implementation we have experimented with an implemen-
tation based on tabled resolution implemented in XSB which is described in [16]. The
experimental evaluation of the technique indicates that in spite of the fact that the
basic underlying unication algorithm is NP-complete analyses are usually quite fast.
It appears that the actual terms being unied in program analyses tend to be small,
often having only a few most general uniers. A collection of small and medium
sized benchmarks have been obtained with reasonable timings. These are described in
[16, 17].
6. Conclusion
This paper presents a new notion of typing for logic programs which generalizes the
notion of directional types. We assume that a particular notion of types is provided
by the user and then automatically infer type dependencies for a given program with
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respect to this denition. The analysis method is based on a novel combination of
program abstraction and ACI-unication which is shown to be correct and optimal.
Type dependencies are obtained by abstracting programs, replacing concrete terms by
their types, and evaluating the meaning of the abstract programs using a standard
semantics for logic programs enhanced by ACI-unication. This approach is generic
and can be used with any standard semantics. The domain of symbolic types is shown
to be condensing which means that no precision is lost when performing bottom-up or
goal-independent analysis.
A similar approach based on ACI1-unication has recently been applied for sharing
analysis of logic programs [18]. A complete description of both types and sharing
analyses can be found also in [32].
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Appendix A: ACI-unication procedure
The code of ACI-unication presented below implements the unication of monomor-
phic types. It is based on the algorithm of [34] restricted and optimized for the ex-
pressions containing only constants and variables. The algorithm relies on the notion
of a unication graph corresponding to the unication problem.
Denition A.1. Let 1 and 2 be abstract terms with the corresponding sets of con-
stitutes (constants and variables) V1 and V2, respectively. The unication graph corre-
sponding to ACI-unication of 1 and 2 is the bipartite graph G1 ;2 = (V1 [ V2; E),
where (u; v) 2 E i u 2 V1, v 2 V2 and u is uniable with v.
Example A.1. Fig. 1 illustrates the unication graphs corresponding to the ACI-
unication of A a and B b (left) and of A B and C  d (right).
The algorithm of unication of two monomorphic types 1 and 2 starts with con-
struction of a graph G1 ;2 = (V; E) corresponding to this unication. Then it marks
each edge (u; v) 2 E by a most general common instance of u and v. On the following
stages the algorithm incrementally chooses subsets of edges E0E such that the sub-
graphs G01 ;2 = (V; E
0) have no disconnected nodes. If no such a subset of edges exists
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Fig. 1. Unication graphs for A a ?= B b and A B ?= C  d.
the unication fails. Upon success of this stage the algorithm converts the subgraph
G01 ;2 to a unier of two types as follows. For each node v 2 V corresponding to a
variable X of 1 or 2 an equation X = z1  : : : zn is constructed, where z1 : : : zn are
the labels of the edges of E0 adjacent to v. Note that if 1 and 2 have a common
variable, two nodes of G1 ;2 correspond to this variable. The unier  of 1 and 2 is
the set of substitutions X 7! z1  : : : zn. We can see that  indeed unies 1 and 2
observing that 1 and 2 are composed from the set of labels of edges in E.
Example A.2. Consider the corresponding graph for the unication of A  a with
B  b (Fig. 1, left). We mark each edge of this graph by most general instances of
corresponding nodes as described above. The graph we obtain is:
Note that the edge between A and B is marked by X which is a most general
common instance of A and B modulo renaming. Now we construct a unier consid-
ering all the edges of the unication graph and binding variables of the expressions
to the sets of labels of corresponding adjacent edges. Namely, we produce a unier
 =

A 7! (X  b); B 7! (X  a) }. The other unier computed by our algorithm
for this case is obtained by considering only the edges (a; B) and (b; A). Namely,
 0 =

A 7! b; B 7! a }. Note that  0 is subsumed by  .
The unication of polymorphic types is performed by almost the same technique.
However, the phase of solving equations constructed from the subgraph G01 ;2 must
be extended to handle also polymorphic constitutes. Similarly to the general case of
concrete unication, polymorphic constitutes with the same principal functor are unied
recursively by ACI-unication of their arguments.
%%--------------------------------------------------------------------
%% Unify two monomorphic types A and B. Both A and B are assumed to be
%% flat sorted lists of their constitutes. A complete set of solutions
%% is obtained by backtracking through this code.
%%
%% Library "ordsets" (Quintus) or similar for manipulating
%% sets in ordered list representation is required.
aci_unify(A,B) :-
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(ground(A), ground(B) -> A==B
;
ord_union(A,B,ToCover), ord_setproduct(A,B,AxB),
drop_nonuni(AxB,UTable),
covering_u_table(UTable,ToCover,CovUTable),
keysort(CovUTable,CovUTableS),
table2graph(CovUTableS,CovUGraph),
u_graph_proceed(CovUGraph)
).
%% Throw away pairs of non-unifiable terms (nonexistent edges in graph)
drop_nonuni([],[]).
drop_nonuni([X-Y|AxB],Out) :-
(\+ \+ X=Y -> Out = [X-Y|NewAxB] ; Out = NewAxB),
drop_nonuni(AxB,NewAxB).
%% Compute a set of edges covering all nodes in the unfication graph.
%% On backtrack this predicate generates all the solutions.
covering_u_table([],[],[]).
covering_u_table([X-Y|XsYs],ToCover,[X-L,Y-L|UTRest]) :-
(X @< Y ->
ord_subtract(ToCover,[X,Y],ToCoverRest)
;
ord_subtract(ToCover,[Y,X],ToCoverRest)),
covering_u_table(XsYs,ToCoverRest,UTRest).
covering_u_table([_|XsYs],ToCover,UTable) :-
covering_u_table(XsYs,ToCover,UTable).
%% Convert a list of edges [Vi-Vj,Vm-Vn,...] to graph
%% representation: [ V1-[Vm,...,Vn], V2-[Vr,...,Vs], ... ].
table2graph([],[]).
table2graph([V-I],[V-[I]]) :- !.
table2graph([V-I,W-J|Vs],Out) :-
( V==W ->
Out = [V-[I|Is]|VsClps], Cont = [V-Is|VsClps]
;
Out = [V-[I]|VsClps], Cont = VsClps),
table2graph([W-J|Vs],Cont).
%% Try to unify each node with the set of nodes linked to it.
u_graph_proceed([]).
u_graph_proceed([V-E|G]) :- (var(V) -> V = E ; match_list(E,V)),
u_graph_proceed(G).
match_list([],_).
match_list([S|Xs],S) :- match_list(Xs,S).
Appendix B. A simple Prolog interpreter for symbolic types
The meaning of an abstract program is easily evaluated using a simple Prolog meta-
interpreter similar to those described in [15, 17, 14]. The main dierence is that the
interpreter must be enhanced replacing standard unication by ACI-unication.
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iterate tp :- tp.
iterate tp :- retract(database changed), iterate tp.
tp :- abs clause(H,B), prove(B), canonical(H,HS),
cond assert(fact(HS)), fail.
prove((B,Bs)) :- fact(BX), unify(B,BX), prove(Bs).
prove(B) :- fact(BX), unify(B,BX).
cond assert(G) :- in database(G) , !.
cond assert(G) :- assert(G), cond assert(database changed).
in database(G) :- clause(B,true), variant(B,G).
fact(true).
Fig. 2. Goal Independent evaluator based on TP .
The evaluator depicted in Fig. 2 is very similar to the one presented in [15]. The
main dierence is that standard unication is replaced by ACI unication (the predicate
unify/2) and a normal form for abstract terms is maintained (the predicate canoni-
cal/2) so that the variance test for newly computed atoms degenerates into a syntactic
variance check. Each clause h  b1; : : : ; bn in the abstract program is represented as
a fact of the form abs clause(h; (b1; : : : ; bn)), which is added to the clauses in Fig. 2.
Initially, only fact(true) is known. New facts derived by an iteration of the predi-
cate tp/0 are asserted to the program if their semantic variants are not already there.
The evaluation is initiated by the query ?- iterate tp which leaves the result of the
analysis in the Prolog database as a set of facts of the form fact(Atom).
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